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General

This update can exclusively be used for PSS®SINCAL 6.5. It can't be used with other PSS SINCAL
versions!

Attention: Administrator rights are necessary to supply the update!

Proceeding for Installation

Close all running PSS SINCAL applications

Decompress the Zip archive

Copy the directories/files into PSS SINCAL installation directory

Start the program PSS SINCAL Tool and then press the button "Register" in the tab
"Administration"

Start PSS SINCAL with the icon on the desktop

If you have further questions, please contact the PSS SINCAL Hotline (fon +43 699 12364435,
e-mail sincal@simtec.cc).

Additions/Corrections Update 4 (October 27, 2010)

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error
corrections and additions.

Electricity Networks

Stability
Corrections for the consideration of efficiency at simple asynchronous generators.
Addition of missing node information at signal output.
Correction of machine impedances to the network rated voltage.

Short circuit
Correction of an error with determining the tripping current at short circuit according to VDE.

Harmonics
Ignoring harmonic current sources and voltage sources with the sequence number zero.
Ignoring harmonic voltage sources with voltage zero.

Additions/Corrections Update 3 (August 26, 2010)

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error
corrections and additions.

User Interface

Variant data
Multiple handling of SQL commands in case of an SQL error during switch between variants.
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Data screen forms
Correction of an error when assigning standard types, if units in the data screen form were
switched manually.

Load density evaluation
Correction of a serious program error, if no valid range could be determined for the visualization
of the load density.

Electricity Networks

Stability
Corrections of an error during handling of Variable Stability being defined without # Character.
Correction and enhancement of the output of saturation signals.
Improved layout in the pre-defined diagram with 6 signals.

Short circuit
Corrections of an error at determining the fractions of the break current due to VDE.

Load flow
Correction of an error when considering zero-system data of general loads in the unbalanced
load flow.
Improvement of the algorithm for the shedding of DC infeeders with voltage limits violations
(switch on again, if voltage comes to lie over the load flow iterations again into the valid range).

Protection coordination
Additions/correction for displaying motor current in the I/t diagram.

Load trim
With assumption of the calculated load values now possibly assigned manipulation factors are
reset to 1,0.

HUB import
Improved graphics import, if busbars in the HUB file contain wrong connection positions of the
network elements.

Excel import
Enhancement of the import function, so that now also the different states can be processed for
defining the zero-phase sequence system (Z0/Z1, R0 and X0 etc.).

Additions/Corrections Update 2 (July 14, 2010)

This update contains all the additions of the previous update and on top of that the following error
corrections and additions.

User Interface

Supplementary graphics object line
Corrections of an error when formatting line objects. Sometimes the objects were turned on 0°
after closing the format dialog box.

Feeder Highlight
Correction of a colorization bug when the temporary highlight image was saved.
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Electricity Networks

Transformer regulation
Correction of an error with the regulation on line-line voltage.
At autotransformer with all windings in delta winding now the regulation with different controller
position in each winding is possible.

Arc flash
Correction of the name of categories.
Correction of an error with the determination of the grounding.

PSS®E import
Additions at importing phase shifting transformers.

HUB import
Correction of an error at importing switches. The switch position was correctly imported, but no
additional element for the switch was generated.

CIM import
Improved transformer controller import for phase shifters.

Protection routes
Correction of an error during the representation of the tripping behavior of ground faults.

Reliability
Correction of an error in listing of supply sources in the log file.

BOSL Models
Correction of an error in function FUNK2.
Correction of a bug in combination with simulation automation.

Stability & EMT
New PSS NETOMAC version 37.300 is included in PSS SINCAL.

Reports
Correction of a wrong query in the Network Level Losses report. This caused results in
conjunction with variants to be displayed several times.

Additions/Corrections Update 1 (June 1, 2010)

This update contains the following error corrections and additions.

User Interface

Displaying calculation results
Correction of an error with the extended display of the results type for load flow calculations in
the diagram editor.

Preselection of standard types in screen forms
Preselected standard types were not yet stored correctly.

Processing in screen forms
Correction of an error when inheriting input values.
Highlight incorrect inputs in the protective device screen forms.

Results browser for optimal network structure
Correction of a serious program error in the results window.
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Variant comparison
Correction of an error with deactivating the variants for the comparison.

Diagrams
Correction of an error at displaying multi-line horizontal legends.

Electricity Networks

Transformer regulation
Improvement of the control algorithm for transformer tap.

Importing OC protection device types
Correction of an error in the import function.

Scripts for importing PSS ADEPT construction files
Adjustment for the new structure of standard databases in PSS SINCAL 6.5.

Short circuit
Correction at using operating voltage.

Load flow
Correction of an error in the admittance matrix procedure.

PSS®E import/export
Extended identification of technically impossible transformer taps.
Improvement at determining the transformer vector group from the angular phase shift of the
winding.
Correct consideration of the limit values of the controller at Switched Shunts.

CIM import/export with ENTSO-E profile
Import & export of the additional thermal limit currents (Ith1, Ith2, Ith3) at lines.
Correct consideration of the regulated node at three-winding transformers.
Changed interpretation of voltage angles: for the ENTSO-E profile the angles are now imported
& exported in degrees (according to CIM radians' have to be used).
Node voltage and angle are imported from the SV file as initial values. When exporting either
the load flow results are written into the SV file or however the initial values of the nodes. This is
in configured in the export dialog.

Pipe Networks

Time series calculation
Correction of an internal error, if the first time could not be already calculated correctly.

Automaion

Calculation automation
Correction of an error in the method "Name" of the calculation object.
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PDMS

DIGSI XML import and export
Enhancement of the import and export function, in order to ensure the problem-free exchange
with DIGSI (processing of "oo" values, reduced decimal places, etc.).
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